
Kipnis not letting rumors affect offseason focus 
By Jordan Bastian MLB.com @MLBastian 
CLEVELAND -- The Indians are the only organization that Jason Kipnis has known. Cleveland drafted him eight years ago, developed him as a 
second baseman and watched him turn into a two-time All-Star, a clubhouse leader, fan favorite and one of the faces of the franchise during its 
recent run of success. 
 
The uncertainty hovering over Kipnis this offseason has been foreign to him. His name has always been written in pen, but now Kipnis is not 
sure what position the Indians want him to play, or even if he will be with Cleveland when Spring Training begins. The trade rumors are real, but 
Kipnis is not ready to leave. He wants to bring a World Series to Cleveland, especially given how close the team has come the past two years. 
 
"Why would I want to be traded?" Kipnis said in an interview with MLB.com. "We're a 100-win team in the middle of our window. Why would I 
want to go anywhere else? And it's with all my best friends. I want to be with the Cleveland Indians. I've been here forever. I'm comfortable 
here. And I've always wanted to finish what we started. 
 
"We got close and we're getting closer. Why would I want to leave now? At the same time, I understand the business side of it." 
 
Kipnis, who spends his offseason in Chicago, has not had any communication with the Indians' decision-makers, with the exception of some 
recent texts with manager Terry Francona. Chris Antonetti, the team's president of baseball operations, did meet with Kipnis' agent earlier this 
week at the Winter Meetings to touch base. One Major League source also noted that the Indians and Mets have discussed Kipnis' potential 
availability, though it's not clear how in-depth those talks are at the moment. 
 
Kipnis is smart enough to understand the situation. Over the next two seasons, he is owed $30.5 million, which includes the $2.5 million buyout 
for his $16.5 million team option for 2020. At the same time, the Indians' financial picture this offseason is hindering them from being a major 
player in free agency. Combine that with the fact that the Indians are undecided on whether he will play second base or outfield, and Kipnis 
stands out as a trade candidate. 
 
"That's something I can't do anything about," Kipnis said. "That's the business side. That's not in my hands. My control is to get ready for a 
season. All that stuff, it comes with the territory. It also makes you kind of realize how fortunate I am that I have played with one team this whole 
time -- Minor Leagues and Major Leagues." 
 
The Indians took Kipnis in the second round of the 2009 MLB Draft as an outfielder, but they converted him to second base to expedite his path 
to the Majors. He debuted in the big leagues in '11 and has been a fixture in Cleveland's lineup ever since. Kipnis was an All-Star in '13 and '15 
and arguably had his best showing in '16, when the Indians won their first of two straight American League Central crowns and reached the 
World Series. 
 
This past season, it was a different story. After hitting .275 with 23 homers, 68 extra-base hits and an .811 OPS in 2016, Kipnis fought right 
shoulder and right hamstring issues at different times and was limited to 90 games overall in '17. When he was on the field, he hit .232 with a 
.705 OPS and took a step backward defensively. Down the stretch, the Indians moved Jose Ramirez to second base and experimented with 
Kipnis in the outfield. 
 
As the Indians attempt to add to their lineup this offseason, they are also weighing how to best align their defense. Kipnis can play second or 
left, Ramirez can play second or third and Michael Brantley could be an option for left field or first base. Where those players end up will 
depend on any offseason additions or subtractions. In the meantime, Kipnis said he is left sitting at home with two gloves, awaiting instructions. 
 
"With Kip, what we know is, when healthy, we have a really good player," Francona said on Wednesday at the Winter Meetings. "We don't quite 
know where he's going to play, yet. So what we need to do is get our house in order, let [Antonetti and the front office] do their thing, and then 
communicate to Kip, because that's fair to him." 
 
Kipnis said he is willing to do whatever the team asks of him, but he does have an opinion on what formula might be best for the team. 
 
"If I can be like a Ben Zobrist type where I play left one game, second another game, or something like that, then so be it," Kipnis said. "I'm fine 
with that. I think with enough time in Spring Training, I'll be able to handle it just fine. But, I also think we're at our strongest with me at second, 
Josey at third and [Bradley] Zimmer in center. 
 
"Do I think I can handle left and Brantley can handle first? Probably, but is this what we really want to be doing right now while we're 
competing? I don't know." 
 
Given the injuries he encountered last season, Kipnis said he has altered his nutrition program and has made adjustments to his strength and 
conditioning routine to better position himself for next year. He was also quick to point out that some of his best seasons have come after years 
in which he battled health woes. An oblique injury hindered him in 2014 and he was an All-Star in '15, for example. 
 
"You know that I have, whether it's an ego or something, where, if I have a bad season, I always try to fight back better than last year. That's 
what I plan on doing," Kipnis said. 
 



This weekend, Kipnis plans on escaping the cold Chicago climate for some golf courses under the Florida sun. Earlier this offseason, he and 
his family also made their annual trek to the Cayman Islands, where Kipnis played catch on a beach for his traditional first throws of the 
offseason. 
 
That trip also served as a mental vacation for Kipnis, whose personal uncertainty is also laced with the sting of a World Series loss in 2016 and 
a quick October exit this year. That is not how he wants his time with the Indians to end. Kipnis wants another crack at bringing a championship 
to Cleveland in '18. 
 
"There's something that I've built up here with a bunch of guys," Kipnis said. "We've always talked about finishing what we started. Why would I 
not want to?" 
 
Tribe cornerstone Santana joining Phillies 
By Jordan Bastian MLB.com @MLBastian 
CLEVELAND -- For the past couple of seasons, Carlos Santana would look for Indians manager Terry Francona in the dugout before games. 
Santana would walk over and plant a kiss atop Francona's bald head before preparing for his first at-bat of the day. That memory made 
Francona crack a smile earlier this week at the Winter Meetings. 
 
"He's hard not to like," Francona said. "He's lovable." 
 
Now, Phillies fans will have a chance to learn to love Santana, who has been a cornerstone of Cleveland's roster for the better part of the past 
decade. On Friday, MLB.com confirmed that Santana agreed to a three-year contract with Philadelphia, pending a physical. MLB.com's Jesse 
Sanchez reported that Santana's pact is worth $60 million guaranteed with a $17.5 million team option for 2021. 
 
The contract is similar to the one that the Indians handed to slugger Edwin Encarnacion last offseason, when he became the biggest free-agent 
signing ($60 million over three years with a $20 million club option for '20) in team history. Cleveland was not in a position to hand Santana that 
kind of money this winter, so the team is now forced to figure out which direction to take in order to fill the vacancy at first base. 
 
The internal solution could be to have Encarnacion (primarily a designated hitter last season) slide over to first base. Outfielders Michael 
Brantley and Lonnie Chisenhall, or third baseman Yandy Diaz, also present possibilities. It is more likely that Cleveland tries to fill that need via 
an external addition. 
 
Encarnacion's heads-up play 
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"We've got Edwin we can certainly put there," Francona said. "We can put Lonnie there, if we want. We have guys we could [play at first]. I think 
we'd probably like to sign somebody." 
 
The free-agent market has a few alternatives, including the likes of Logan Morrison, Matt Adams, Lucas Duda or Adam Lind, for example. 
Morrison and Adams, specifically, were linked to Cleveland in reports over the past week. If Santana's price tag was too steep, then a big-ticket 
free agent like Eric Hosmer would also seemingly be out of the Tribe's operating range. 
 
If the Indians wanted to create some financial wiggle room, one scenario would be trying to trade second baseman Jason Kipnis. Cleveland is 
not sure if Kipnis would play second or outfield in 2018, plus he is coming off an injury-marred season and owed $30.5 million guaranteed over 
the next two years. During the Winter Meetings, the Mets were one team to express interest in Kipnis. 
 
For what it is worth, Kipnis told MLB.com that he hopes not to be traded. 
 
"Why would I want to be traded?" Kipnis said. "We're a 100-win team in the middle of our window. Why would I want to go anywhere else? And 
it's with all my best friends. I want to be with the Cleveland Indians." 
 
Knowing that Santana might net a lucrative contract elsewhere, the Indians took steps to at least acquire a compensatory pick in the 2018 MLB 
Draft. Cleveland extended a one-year, $17.4 million qualifying offer, which Santana rejected. Since his new deal with the Phillies is reportedly 
worth north of $50 million total, Cleveland would get an extra pick between the first round and Competitive Balance Round A in next summer's 
Draft. 
 
Santana -- who averaged 24 home runs, 32 doubles, 81 RBIs, 79 runs, 98 walks and 153 games with an .808 OPS over the past seven 
seasons -- is the third free agent to come off the board for the Indians in the last few days. Cleveland also lost setup man Bryan Shaw to the 
Rockies (three years, $27 million) and reliever Joe Smith ($15 million over two years) to the Astros. Outfielders Jay Bruce and Austin Jackson 
are also among Cleveland's free agents this winter. 
 
After news broke about Santana's deal with the Phillies, Indians catcher Yan Gomes said the team's players were still confident in the group 
returning to defend Cleveland's consecutive American League Central titles. 



"There's no denying that those guys will be missed," Gomes said. "But we still have the best pitching staff in the American League. We still 
have a ton of depth. ... If we make additions, or even if we don't, I still think we're going to be a force to be reckoned with. We have a good 
window right now with our team and we're really excited. We've got a lot to look forward to. No one is panicking." 
 
Jordan Bastian has covered the Indians for MLB.com since 2011, and previously covered the Blue Jays from 2006-10. Read his blog, Major 
League Bastian, follow him on Twitter @MLBastian and Facebook. 
 
Tribe quiet at Meetings, but decisions still loom 
By Jordan Bastian MLB.com @MLBastian 
LAKE BUENA VISTA, Fla. -- The Indians have not needed the podium at the Winter Meetings for several years. In recent history, the annual 
event has served as a forum for building a foundation for transactions deeper into baseball's offseason. That continued this year at the Walt 
Disney World Swan and Dolphin Resort. 
 
"These meetings, everybody's in one place," Indians manager Terry Francona said. "So everybody expects everything's going to happen. 
That's not always the case. Sometimes it is, but sometimes you build some beginnings of things that maybe it happens now, maybe it happens 
later." 
 
Chris Antonetti, the Indians' president of baseball operations, and general manager Mike Chernoff might have something up their sleeves, but 
they have yet to tip their hand. The club is looking at external options for first base after Carlos Santana reportedly agreed on a three-year deal 
with the Phillies. Free agents Logan Morrison and Matt Adams, for example, have been linked to the Tribe in reports. 
 
While there was plenty of discussion behind the scenes with agents and rival clubs, the only Major League move for the Indians was a trade 
that sent reliever Shawn Armstrong to the Mariners in exchange for $500,000 in international bonus pool money. Cleveland also signed utility 
man Michael Martinez to a Minor League deal with a non-roster invitation to Spring Training, and reached the same type of agreement with 
righty Alexi Ogando. 
 
What's next 
Francona outlined the Tribe's two primary needs during his interview session with reporters on Wednesday. The manager noted that Cleveland 
would like to try to sign a first baseman. He added that the Indians will try to add to their bullpen, especially after free agents Bryan Shaw and 
Joe Smith reached multi-year pacts with the Rockies and Astros, respectively. 
 
"We're not done," Francona said matter-of-factly. 
 
Potentially working against the Indians is the fact that their payroll already projects to be around $125 million, even before any external 
additions. That situation lends itself to trade rumors, and there have been reports that the Mets -- in need of a second baseman -- have inquired 
about Jason Kipnis (set to earn $13.7 million in 2018). 
 
Kipnis is part of a complicated roster puzzle that the Indians need to solve. He could return to second base, pushing Jose Ramirez back to 
third, or Kipnis could play the outfield, where he finished the '17 campaign. If Cleveland keeps Kipnis and prefers him in the outfield, that could 
have an impact on left fielder Michael Brantley. Third baseman Yandy Diaz and corner outfielder Lonnie Chisenhall may also be affected by the 
position shuffling. 
 
"We don't know until we fill out our roster," Francona said. "And then we'll kind of figure out where we are best suited. Are we best suited 
keeping Jose at second, put him back at third? Put [Kipnis] at second? Those are things we will answer. We haven't answered yet. It's nice to 
know you have some flexibility." 
Cleveland will continue those internal discussions in the coming days and weeks, and will also use the information gathered during the Winter 
Meetings to narrow down its trade and free-agent targets. The Tribe's decision-makers never feel pressure to prematurely pull the trigger on a 
move because of the national spotlight on the Meetings. 
 
"We don't need to be in a room with another team to make a trade," Antonetti said. "We have relationships with our peers and front offices 
across the game, so we can all make decisions with phones or via text like we do for the other 358 days of the year when we're not together." 
 
Rule 5 
The Indians have a vacancy on their 40-man roster, but chose to pass on making a selection in the Rule 5 Draft. In this year's Draft, Cleveland 
lost right-hander Jordan Milbrath to the Pirates. In 56 2/3 innings between Class A Lynchburg and Double-A Akron last season, Milbrath had a 
3.02 ERA with 63 strikeouts and 25 walks. 
 
The bottom line 
"We've had a lot of dialogue with a lot of teams and a lot of different concepts while we've been here. You're hopeful that eventually leads to a 
trade that makes sense for us. But, we also know that for every 100 of these conversations we have, we're only likely to get one or two done." -- 
Antonetti 
 
Jordan Bastian has covered the Indians for MLB.com since 2011, and previously covered the Blue Jays from 2006-10. Read his blog, Major 
League Bastian, follow him on Twitter @MLBastian and Facebook. 



 
Carlos Santana's official departure allows (forces)  the Indians to move forward with their offseason 
T.J. Zuppe Dec 16, 2017 
Minutes into his chat with reporters at the winter meetings, a voice from the back of the media scrum called for Terry Francona's attention. 
 
“Tito, we're familiar with Carlos Santana's numbers,” the reporter said, “but what kind of person is he?” 
 
Francona's smile grew. 
 
He sat back in his chair, taking on the look of a proud papa. 
 
“Rarely, at least in my time, do you see guys change in the middle of their career,” Francona said. “He could get kind of surly at times and get a 
little consumed with how he's doing. And about the halfway mark of the last couple years, he’s a better teammate, better person. He turned 
himself into a very good first baseman. He's hard not to like. Lovable. You see him, before the games, come up and kiss me on the head, get 
handshakes with everybody. 
 
“He's a great kid.” 
 
Those handshakes and head kisses officially became a thing of the past Friday, as reports of Santana's three-year, $60 million agreement with 
the Phillies began to circulate, closing the door on a lengthy relationship with the Indians. 
 
On one hand, that news was hardly surprising. It became evident early in the offseason process that keeping Santana, one of the most 
consistent and productive offensive players on the free-agent market this winter, was going to present a massive challenge. The club's climbing 
payroll didn't help, nor did last year's three-year commitment to Edwin Encarnacion. 
 
The one thing playing in their favor was Santana's love for the organization and city, a connection that began in 2008 when he was dealt by the 
Dodgers in a swap involving Casey Blake. 
 
Even with the potential of a hometown discount in play, the reported three-year, $36 million pact offered at the start of the offseason clearly fell 
short of Santana's salary expectations. However, by reportedly offering a chance to counter any offer prior to departing, the two sides kept the 
door slightly open for a continued union through this week's meetings in Orlando, Florida. 
 
While that didn't prohibit the Indians from getting involved in extensive free-agent discussions, it seemed apparent that the organization put an 
emphasis on reaching the end of the Santana saga before making any sort of move that could jeopardize a reconnect. With Santana now off 
the board, that level of closure erases any possible barriers standing in their way. 
 
In the meantime, a predictable panic washed over a concerned fan base. 
 
They went to Florida, and all they got was this lousy compensatory draft pick?! 
 
In the midst of watching Santana, Bryan Shaw and Joe Smith all sign free-agent deals elsewhere this winter — events that understandably 
create anxiety — it's important to note that two very distinct things can be true at once. 
 
• The Indians have holes to fill and several things to be concerned about. 
 
• They are currently projected to win 93 games by FanGraphs, the second-highest total in baseball, and are still the odds-on favorite to win the 
AL Central. 
 
They still boast a strong nucleus, a group anchored by Encarnacion, Francisco Lindor, Jose Ramirez, Corey Kluber, Carlos Carrasco, Andrew 
Miller and Cody Allen. 
 
With that talent still in place, there are ways to counter the loss of Santana — contingency plans the club has already been exploring. Names 
linked to the Indians as fallback plans include Matt Adams, Lucas Duda and Logan Morrison, but their alternatives don't stop there. Any player 
capable of playing first or corner outfield has been analyzed and considered. 
 
That group doesn't offer the same upside and consistency as Santana, but several are capable of reducing the sting of his exit, and the overall 
saturation at the position should enable one to sign at a reasonable rate. 
 
But that doesn't completely diminish the unavoidable pain of losing nearly 5.5 wins above replacement from the 2017 roster, nor does it reduce 
the importance of adding to the existing core in the weeks ahead. These subtractions don't yet signal the closing of their window, but they do 
stress the significance of their impending counterpunches. 
 
If nothing else, Santana's agreement with the Phillies enables (or forces) them to push forward with the rest of their offseason plans. 
Unfortunately, this form of closure comes without a farewell shake of the hand and kiss to the head. 



 
As the Indians bid farewell to Carlos Santana, they  wave goodbye to a franchise cornerstone 
Zack Meisel Dec 16, 2017 
The image is iconic in Indians lore, Carlos Santana’s knees digging into the green carpet at Rogers Centre. 
 
He reached his arms out as far as they could go, his red and black glove squeezing the life out of the most important baseball of the season. 
His teammates piled on top of him before they carried the celebration into the clubhouse, a hazy corridor filled with cigar smoke and the stench 
of champagne. 
 
Santana hung onto that baseball, one of the few items from the Indians’ run to the 2016 World Series absent from the team’s archives. It meant 
a lot to him. That season meant a lot to him. The franchise meant a lot to him. Cleveland meant a lot to him. 
 
But now Santana is bound for Philadelphia. A three-year, $60 million commitment — the same guarantee awarded to Edwin Encarnacion last 
winter — yanked Santana from the only organization he has known over the last decade. 
 
The Indians snagged Santana from the Dodgers in 2008 in exchange for Casey Blake, the sort of larceny typically accompanied by a lengthy 
prison sentence. He became one of the Indians’ promising prospects, a signal that hope was around the corner. He became a franchise pillar, 
an integral part of a group that ushered in a new era of baseball in Cleveland. He signed a contract extension before anyone else, before 
Michael Brantley and Jason Kipnis and Yan Gomes, before Jose Ramirez and Corey Kluber and Carlos Carrasco. 
 
At that time, he was a catcher. Then, he was a third baseman. Then, he shifted across the diamond to first, where he developed into a Gold 
Glove finalist. He volunteered to play in the outfield when the Indians played in a National League park. Terry Francona might have had his 
heart in his throat when Kris Bryant clubbed a Josh Tomlin offering to left field in the first inning of Game 3 of the World Series at Wrigley Field, 
but he appreciated Santana’s selflessness. 
 
At the winter meetings this week, Francona lauded Santana for his growth as a teammate. There’s that. 
 
There’s his contempt for sitting out. Only four players in baseball have appeared in more games than Santana since 2011. Francona often 
mentioned how Santana would fume if the manager suggested a day of rest. 
 
There’s his production at the plate. Among qualified hitters, he ranks 10th in the majors since 2011 with a .363 on-base percentage. Only Joey 
Votto has more seasons of a .350 on-base percentage, an .800 OPS, 85 walks and at least 18 home runs in that span. He's far from a perfect 
specimen at the plate, but he certainly carries value. 
 
There’s his place in the clubhouse. He kissed Francona’s bald dome. He placed bright pink water wings on Juan Uribe’s arms. He forged a 
close bond with Encarnacion. He danced on the bases and in the dugout. He hit a home run or two every time his No. 1 fan, Niko Lanzarotta, 
attended a game (and requested he do so). 
 
The day he debuted with the Tribe — June 11, 2010 — he batted behind Trevor Crowe and Shin-Soo Choo and ahead of Russell Branyan, 
Austin Kearns, Travis Hafner, Jhonny Peralta, Luis Valbuena and Jason Donald. He survived the Manny Acta years, when he caught for Mitch 
Talbot and Aaron Laffey and Hector Ambriz. He enjoyed the Francona era, when he served as a steady force in the lineup. 
 
He penned a letter to Cleveland before last season, expressing how much he appreciated becoming a fabric of the community. He later 
admitted losing focus early in the season because of his impending free-agent status. Really, he wanted to stay. But it wasn’t meant to be. 
 
And now the Indians bid farewell to their first baseman, a consistent force in the batting order, a part of their identity. 
 
So far Cleveland Indians' free agents are having be tter winter than their former team 
CLEVELAND, Ohio – So far the free agents who have departed the Indians are having a better winter than their old club. 
 
Relievers Bryan Shaw signed a three-year, $27 million deal with the Rockies. Joe Smith, another reliever, signed a two-year, $15 million deal 
with the world champion Houston Astros. First baseman Carlos Santana, the day after the meetings ended, shook MLB’s free agent money tree 
by agreeing to a three-year, $60 million deal with the Phillies. 
 
The Indians have yet to make a significant addition to the team that won the AL Central with 102 wins last season. 
 
With the winter meetings over, January’s arbitration process is the next step along the MLB freeway toward spring training. The Indians, by the 
way, open camp on Feb. 14. 
 
Here are a few things to consider before Christmas. 
 
Paul Hoynes, cleveland.com 
Bryan Shaw, the closer? 



Shaw, the Tribe’s workhorse set-up man, could be in a closing role for the Rockies if they don’t sign Greg Holland or Wade Davis. His deal, 
which includes an option for 2021, could reach $50 million if he reaches his incentives, which are based on appearances and games finished 
games finished. 
 
The durable Shaw will make $7.5 million in 2018, $8.5 million in 2019 and $9 million in 2020. He has a vesting option worth $9 million in 2021. 
Shaw’s option year kicks in if he makes 60 appearances or finishes 40 games in 2020. It will also vest if he makes 110 appearances in 2019 
and 2020. 
 
It is going to be intriguing to see how Shaw handles Coors Field. Some pitchers are scared to pitch at such a high altitude, but Shaw's ground 
ball rate this past season was 56 percent. He rolled 18 double plays, the most among AL relievers. 
 
The Rockies re-signed Jake McGee to a deal similar to Shaw’s. McGee, like Shaw, could close some games in 2018 if they don’t sign a closer. 
He had 16 saves in 2016, but pitched out of the set-up role in 2017. 
Marcell Ozuna, a perfect fit 
The Tribe’s front office would be extremely happy at this moment if they’d been able to acquire Miami outfielder Marcell Ozuna at the meetings. 
They’ve been tracking Ozuna for years and sought out the Fighting Fish at the meetings to see if they could finally land him because Florida is 
yet again conducting a fire sale. 
 
The Marlins said thanks, but no thanks, as they sent Ozuna to the Cardinals for four prospects, including three pitchers. Ozuna is a right-
handed hitter, with power, who can play all three outfield spots. 
 
The Indians never got down to talking names, but one has to wonder if they would have offered pitching prospect Tristan McKenzie in a 
package for Ozuna? 
 
Carlos Santana  
Former Indians first baseman Carlos Santana has agreed to a three-year, $60 million deal with the Phillies. (Associated Press). 
 
Carlos Santana, new team, new league 
The Phillies weren’t the only National League team interested in Santana. But they were loaded with cash because they don’t have a lot 
invested in guaranteed contracts. Thus Santana raked in a deal worth an annual average value of $20 million. 
 
Boston reportedly finished second in the bidding for Santana. With Santana playing first base, the Phillies say they’ll move Rhys Hoskins to left 
field. It creates a crowd there with Odubel Herrera, Aaron Altherr and Nick Williams. 
 
There is speculation that the Phillies could use one of those outfielders – excluding Hoskins – in a package for a young controllable starting 
pitcher. Santana’s $60 million deal is the largest contract the Phillies have handed out in seven years. 
 
Going into the offseason, the Phillies were pegged as a team that could do some damage in free agency because they had a lot of money to 
spend. They were on Shaw hot and heavy before they signed Pat Neshek to a two-year, $16.5 million deal. Neshek started the 2017 season 
with the Phillies and went to the All-Star Game. Then they traded him to the Rockies. 
 
Alan Trammell on Sparky Anderson 
New Hall of Fame shortstop Alan Trammell was drafted out of high school in 1976 by the Tigers. He was in the big leagues by 1977 after 
playing all of 62 minor-league games. 
 
The Tigers were terrible and Hall of Fame manager Sparky Anderson wanted as much talent in the big leagues as possible. Trammell called 
Anderson his “No. 1 mentor,” but it was not always pleasant. 
 
“It was tough love,” said Trammell. “It was an era, almost an extension of your parents, that was about discipline and structure that I believe in 
very strongly. And that’s what he did.” 
 
Trammell said he weighed 160 to 165 pounds as a rookie. The only thing he knew he could do was play defense. That was not enough for 
Anderson. 
 
“Sparky used to say – and he used to tick me off – he said, ‘You look like you’re hitting with a wet newspaper.’“ said Trammell. “And that was 
the kind of driving force that would be behind me. Like, OK, I’m going to show (him). I used to hit ninth. I didn’t want to hit ninth, but that’s where 
I deserved to hit until I improved, until I got better.” 
This winter five managers have been hired – Mickey Callaway, Mets, Alex Cora, Boston, Aaron Boone, Yankees, Dave Martinez, Nationals and 
Gabe Kapler, Phillies – who have never managed in the big leagues. Boone has never managed or coached at any level. 
 
Would any of them be able to tell Trammell what Anderson told him? Would any of them even consider telling a player that? 
 
Certainly there has been a shift in power in baseball from the dugout to the general manager’s chair. But the game hasn’t changed and 
sometimes hard things need to be said. It will be interesting to see how Cora, Boone, Martinez and Kapler navigate the season. 



 
One last thought, it would be nice to see Kenny Lofton's name on the next Modern ERA Baseball Committee ballot that will come out in 2019. 
He deserves a longer look on the voters than he received on the BBWAA ballot. 
 
Talking to Tito 
Five questions for Terry Francona: 
1. Q. In a perfect world where would you pitch Danny Salazar, the rotation or bullpen? 
 
A. The rotation. 
 
2. Q. What are your options at third base? 
 
A. It could be Jose Ramirez, Yandy Diaz or Giovanny Urshela. Nothing much has changed since last season. We don’t know until we fill out our 
roster. Then we’ll kind of figure it out. 
 
Are we best suited keeping Jose at second base or put him back at third? Do we put Jason Kipnis at second? Those are the things we will 
answer. It’s nice to know we have some flexibility. 
 
3. Q. What is Ramirez’s best position – second or third base? 
 
A. In my option, his best position is second. He’s a good third baseman. So, I think what it comes down to is this: What is our best team, 
because he can handle both. But if you press me on it, I would say his best position is second base.” 
 
4. Q. What about first base (now that Santana has gone)? 
 
A. “We’ve got Edwin (Encarnacion) that we can certainly put there. We can put Lonnie Chisenhall there if we want. ... I think we’d probably like 
to sign somebody.” 
 
5. Q. How do you think Callaway, your former pitching coach, will do as manager of the Mets? 
 
A. “I think Mickey’s a star. I think, once he made it known he wanted to manage, it was a matter of time until we lost him. Take the five years we 
had with him and be happy for it because we’re all better for it. He’s going to be terrific at whatever he does.” 
 
BACK TO TOPCleveland Indians Scribbles: Carlos Sant ana, trade rumblings -- Terry Pluto 
By Terry Pluto, The Plain Dealerterrypluto2003@yahoo.com 
CLEVELAND, Ohio -- Scribbles in my Cleveland Indians notebook as they return from the winter meetings and Carlos Santana signs with 
Philadelphia: 
 
1. The Indians thought they were close to at least one trade, possibly two. I believe at least one of the deals was with the Chicago Cubs. It's no 
secret the Cubs want starting pitching. The Indians have six big league starters. If you count Ryan Merritt -- that makes seven. 
 
2. The Cubs have an excess of position players. Kyle Schwarber and Javier Baez are two names mentioned in connection with the Tribe. Baez 
is a middle infielder. In the 2011 draft, the big debate in the Tribe front office was between selecting Baez or Francisco Lindor. The Indians 
picked Lindor at No. 8. Baez was the next selection, the Cubs grabbing him. 
 
3. Schwarber is a 24-year-old outfielder. He had knee surgery in 2016. The lefty hitter is marginal defensively. He hit 30 HR with 59 RBI in 486 
plate appearances in 2017. He also struck out 150 times, batting .211 (.783 OPS). Assuming the Indians lose Jay Bruce, it's possible 
Schwarber could fill that role. 
 
4. I heard the Indians asked about Ian Haap, who is a very interesting player. He is only 23. As a rookie, Haap batted .253 (.842 OPS) with 23 
HR and 68 RBI in 413 plate appearances. He played second base and the outfield. He's a switch hitter. He was a first-round pick in 2015. 
There is a lot of common ground for the Tribe and Cubs to talk trade. Something could easily happen between the two teams in the next few 
weeks. 
 
5. The Cubs recently signed free agent starter Tyler Chatwood to a three-year, $38 million deal. He was 8-15 with a 4.69 ERA with the 
Colorado Rockies last season. His career mark is 40-46 with a 4.31 ERA. He had Tommy John elbow surgery in 2008 and again in 2014. 
Salazar should have real appeal to the Cubs, despite his injury history and inconsistency. 
 
6.With the signing of Carlos Santana by the Phillies ($60 million for three years), it makes the Indians even more likely to be active in the trade 
market. It's why I think there could be a deal for a hitter with the Cubs. 
 
7. Santana was a very consistent hitter with the Tribe, but it's hard to make a strong case for paying him $20 million annually to stay here. He 
received an Edwin Encarnacion contract. 
 



8. One of the reasons the Indians signed Encarnacion a year ago was protection against Santana leaving after the 2017 season. He is not a 
regular first baseman, but can play there at times. He had one error in 23 games in 2017. In 2016 with Toronto, he played 75 games at first. 
 
9. As of now, the Indians also have Michael Brantley and possibly Lonnie Chisenhall who can play some first base. I've thought Yandy Diaz 
could play there if that was designated as his one position.But I still expect the Indians to sign and/or trade for a hitter. 
 
10. The Indians knew Bryan Shaw would be well paid. The reliever signed a three-year, $27 million contract with the Rockies. That wasn't a 
surprise. They also knew Joe Smith would attract a lot of interest. He signed a two-year, $15 million deal with Houston. Smith's lucrative 
contract did surprise many people in baseball. 
11. The Indians know they will miss Shaw and Smith, but they were not going to match those deals. They want to keep money available in case 
they have a chance to re-sign Carlos Santana or acquire someone else. 
 
12. The Tribe has Andrew Miller and Cody Allen for the back-end of the bullpen. Middle relievers are Nick Goody, Zach McAllister, Dan Otero 
and Tyler Olson. 
 
13. If they don't trade Salazar, they will have seven starters. I'm keeping Ryan Merritt on the final roster. He is out of minor league options. They 
could put anyone from Mike Clevinger to Josh Tomlin to Salazar to Merritt in the bullpen. 
 
14. The Tribe knows it's easier to find starters than relievers. And starters can be converted into relievers. So that's part of what will be 
happening in training camp. The Indians will be looking for some young arms to help in the bullpen. 
 
15. Because they have Miller and Allen, they have two established closers. So they don't need someone to pitch the ninth inning and deal with 
the pressure of closing. The question will be what pitcher can earn the confidence of manager Terry Francona, who loved Shaw. 
 
16.There are some vague Jason Kipnis rumors -- mostly with the New York Mets. Not sure what to make of that. He is guaranteed $30 million 
over the next two seasons. Former Tribe pitching coach Mickey Callaway is the Mets new manager, so that could be part of the interest in 
Kipnis. 
17. The Indians love to bring in players such as Melvin Upton Jr. He signed a $1.5 million deal, not guaranteed. In 2016, he batted .238 (.693 
OPS) with 20 HR and 61 RBI between San Diego and Toronto. He also stole 27 bases. Last year, he suffered a major thumb injury and needed 
surgery. He played only 12 games in Class AAA. 
 
18. Upton is 33. He has had an up-and-down career after being the No. 2 pick in the 2002 draft. A right-handed hitter, the Indians would use 
him vs. lefty pitchers -- much as they did Austin Jackson last season. They did talk to Jackson, but the free agent outfielder is waiting to see if 
someone makes him a good deal.  
 
Melvin Upton, Cleveland Indians agree to minor leagu e deal with spring training invitation 
By Paul Hoynes, cleveland.comphoynes@cleveland.com 
CLEVELAND, Ohio - You never know what is going to happen in baseball. 
 
Remember Tyler Naquin's inside the park homer against the Blue Jays? Of all the good things that happened to the Indians in 2016, Naquin's 
game-winning, inside-the-parker was the signature moment. In a season that didn't end until Game 7 of the World Series, that's saying 
something. 
 
Now the man that made it all possible, Melvin Upton Jr., the outfielder formerly known as B.J., has come to terms on a minor-league deal with 
the Indians. Not only that, could be competing for a job in the same outfield as Naquin. 
 
Upton, reportedly, still has to pass his physical. 
 
On Aug. 19, 2016, Jose Ramirez hit a game-tying homer with one out in the ninth off Toronto closer Roberto Osuna. Naquin followed with a 
drive off the top of the wall in right field. Michael Saunders went back to the wall, but couldn't make the catch as the ball angled sharply into 
vacant right center field. 
 
Upton, playing center field, took forever to reach the ball. When he did, he fell. By that time Naquin was already planning his head-first slide into 
the plate and his "Rock On" salute to the heavens. 
 
The right-handed hitting Upton, 33, last played in the big leagues in 2016. He hit .238 (117-for-492) with 20 homers, 61 RBI and 27 steals in 33 
attempts. If he makes the big-league club out of spring training, he'll make $1.5 million. 
 
Upton, in November of 2012, signed a five-year, $72.5 million contract with the Braves that proved to be a disaster. He played 12 games for the 
Giants at Class AAA Sacramento last season, but asked for his release following thumb and shoulder injuries. 
 
The Indians have received high returns on low-risk contracts to veteran outfielders over the last couple of years. Rajai Davis paid big dividends 
in 2016 as did Austin Jackson last season. Can the Indians get lucky again with Upton, a veteran of 12 years in the big leagues, whose peak 
seasons are behind him? 



 
The fact that Upton hits right-handed is a good sign. The Indians are loaded with left-handed hitters in the outfield, including Michael Brantley, 
Naquin, Bradley Zimmer, Lonnie Chisenhall and, perhaps, Jason Kipnis. 
 
Ho! Ho! Ho! Carlos Santana finds $60 million under t he tree, Cleveland Indians still searching 
By Paul Hoynes, cleveland.com phoynes@cleveland.com 
CLEVELAND, Ohio - Right now the Indians are in a tough spot money wise regarding their roster. Tough as in they're not going to spend much 
more than they've already committed to it. 
 
If they had traded Jason Kipnis earlier in the offseason - and make no doubt they're shopping their second baseman/outfielder - maybe they 
could have stopped Carlos Santana from going to Philadelphia on Thursday afternoon with the best Christmas present of his life - a three-year 
$60 million deal. 
 
The Indians owe Kipnis just over $30 million for the next two years. That includes a $2.5 million buyout on his club option for 2020. 
 
There is still a lot of winter left. Spring training as well. A lot of time between now and opening day to make a deal. 
 
The Mets have shown interest in Kipnis. Manager Callaway, former Tribe pitching coach, knows him well. 
 
Depending on how much of Kipnis' salary the Mets would be willing to take, it would give the Indians some financial flexibility to make a 
concerted run at Jay Bruce. When the Indians acquired Bruce from the Mets in August, he stabilized the outfield with his play in right and the 
lineup by protecting Edwin Encarnacion in the No. 5 spot. 
 
The addition of Bruce allowed manager Terry Francona to move switch-hitter Jose Ramirez into the No. 3 spot where he did the kind of 
damage that helped him finish third in the AL MVP voting. 
 
If not Bruce or some other outfielder - forget about J.D. Martinez -- the Indians could definitely use the money to help fill Santana's vacancy at 
first base or Bryan Shaw and Joe Smith's spots in the bullpen. 
 
Right now, the Indians, no matter if Kipnis stays or goes, need a hitter. It doesn't matter if it's at first base, third base or the outfield. They need 
somebody to replace the production they've lost with Santana and possibly Bruce and Austin Jackson, another free agent. 
 
Terry Francona on Jason Kipnis and conversations 
In the outfield, they have Michael Brantley trying to recover from right ankle surgery and Brandon Guyer rehabbing from left wrist surgery. It 
sounds like they'll both miss part of April. Bradley Zimmer has recovered from a broken left hand, but Lonnie Chisenhall watched his best 
offensive season get derailed by the most persistent calf injury since Keith Hernandez limped into retirement way back in 1990. 
 
Then there are guys like Greg Allen, Tyler Naquin and Abraham Almonte. Where they fit is anybody's guess. 
 
Is Yandy Diaz the answer at third base? What about first base? Encarnacion, Chisenhall and Brantley have been mentioned as Santana's 
internal replacements. Versatility is a good thing, but are the Indians really going to move Brantley from left field to first base to stay out of 
harm's way? Isn't there much more action/danger at first base than in the outfield? 
 
There are a lot of first basemen still available. Except for Eric Hosmer, they should be in the Tribe's price range. They include Logan Morrison, 
Mike Napoli, Yonder Alonzo, Lucas Duda, Mitch Moreland, Chris Carter, John Jason, Adam Lind, Mark Reynolds and Matt Adams. 
 
The Indians, perhaps, could use one of their catchers - Yan Gomes or Roberto Perez - to fill a hole in the bullpen. They have Francisco Mejia 
and Eric Haase waiting in the wings. Haase, by the way, came back from winter ball early because of illness. 
 
Talented, but fragile Danny Salazar has drawn interest as well. Between 10 and 15 teams asked about the hard-throwing right-hander at the 
winter meetings. The Cubs were one of those teams and they have plenty of young hitters who interest the Indians. 
 
If the Indians don't trade Kipnis, they could take the path of least resistance and put Kipnis back at second, Ramirez back at third and hope 
Brantley can stay in left field. They'd still need a first baseman and a couple of relievers, but it's a long winter. 
 
And they need to take a moment and realize what they lost in Santana. The switch-hitter never played fewer than 152 games in the last five 
seasons. He caught and played third base before finding a home at first. The last few years, he worried more about the Indians winning than his 
own stats and in doing so his play improved. 
 
Francona had something to do with that, but mostly it was Santana. 
 
Olney: Dodgers, Braves both profit from creative, de bt-defying deal 
In the midst of the winter meetings, the New York Yankees pulled off a small and inspired trade with the San Diego Padres. Needing rotation 
help, San Diego was really interested in pitcher Bryan Mitchell, who was at the fringes of the Yankees’ pitching staff and out of options to be 



sent back to the minors. So the Yankees and Padres arranged what was effectively a purchase of Mitchell: San Diego agreed to take Chase 
Headley and his $13.5 million salary along with Mitchell, and the two sides dressed it up with San Diego moving journeyman outfielder Jabari 
Blash to New York. 
 
The Padres got their pitcher, the Yankees got some salary relief. Smart. 
 
But that trade was algebra compared to the calculus that the Braves and Dodgers pulled off Saturday, a blockbuster filled with big names and 
big salaries and solutions on both sides. 
 
The terms: The Dodgers traded first baseman Adrian Gonzalez, pitchers Brandon McCarthy and Scott Kazmir, and infielder Charlie Culberson -
- plus $4.5 million -- in return for outfielder Matt Kemp. 
 
The list of fixed problems is long: 
 
1. By doing this, swapping three high-priced veterans for one, the Dodgers addressed their luxury-tax problem. In 2018, Gonzalez ($22.6 
million), Kazmir ($17.67 million) and McCarthy ($11.5 million) were set to make a total of $52 million, in the last season of their respective 
contracts; Kemp is set to make $21.75 million in each of the next two years. With the Dodgers kicking in $4.5 million, the overall swap of money 
is equal, but because the savings is frontloaded for the Dodgers, they slide under the 2018 competitive balance tax of $197 million. 
 
MLB offseason 
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The Braves will effectively swap some financial flexibility to the Dodgers, who, if they remain below the threshold in 2018 -- and knowing the 
discipline of baseball ops chief Andrew Friedman, that’s a lock -- will have a tax rate of 20 percent rather than 50 percent if they go over in 
2019. They’ll have more money to spend, if they choose, for the historic free-agent class of Bryce Harper, Manny Machado et al next fall. 
 
2. The Dodgers had a problem with Gonzalez that has been resolved. The long-time star suffered injuries last year, lost his every-day job at first 
base to Cody Bellinger during the season and was in the middle of some tension during the postseason. Bellinger is a young star and Gonzalez 
is in the twilight of his career, and it was time for the relationship to end -- which Gonzalez recognized. He had to waive his no-trade clause in 
order to make the accounting of this deal happen, and now, after the Braves pass him through waivers, he’ll have a chance to be a free agent 
and find a better opportunity than he would have had in L.A. 
 
3. The Braves had a problem with Kemp. The 33-year-old has some of the worst defensive metrics among outfielders, and Atlanta finished last 
in the majors in defensive runs saved in left field. SunTrust Park’s dimensions are somewhat similar to those of Yankee Stadium, with the 
biggest part of the outfield in left field and left-center, and at this stage of Kemp’s career, he was a terrible fit. The Braves really couldn’t trade 
him in a player-for-player deal, coming off an injury-shortened, slightly above-average offensive season. 
 
But now they dump him on the Dodgers, who seem destined to release Kemp before the start of spring training because he doesn’t fit with 
them either. Atlanta will replace him with a much better defensive left fielder who has a better chance of helping the Braves’ young pitchers. 
 
4. In McCarthy, the Braves add a veteran starter who might effectively replace R.A. Dickey in their rotation. Last season, the 34-year-old 
McCarthy pitched 92⅔ innings in 19 games and he threw effectively, walking 27 and posting an adjusted ERA+ of 105. Kazmir wasn’t healthy 
and his velocity was way down last year, but he has been working on rebuilding, something he has done in the past; for the Braves, he’s a 
lottery ticket. 
 
5. The Braves got a shortstop they needed in Culberson. The consensus within the Braves organization last summer, before the arrival of Alex 
Anthopoulos, was that shortstop Dansby Swanson was rushed to the big leagues in the summer of 2016. Back then, the Braves were preparing 
for the move to SunTrust and were trying signal a turnaround for patrons, and Swanson is a Georgia native and a former No. 1 overall pick. 
 
He struggled at the outset of 2017, but played better later in the season. But if the front office feels they want to give Swanson more time in the 
minors for fine-tuning, Culberson is a perfect candidate. 
 
Anthopoulos worked for the Dodgers in recent seasons, and when the Braves hired him in November, he was well-armed with a deep 
knowledge of L.A.’s challenges and concerns; he was perfectly positioned to pull off this trade with Friedman. 
 
• The Dodgers-Braves deal is a classic example of the value of conversation, of relationships, and of what can be accomplished at the winter 
meetings. The two sides began talking before baseball’s gathering in Lake Buena Vista, Florida, and then held a larger, conceptual meeting 
Wednesday, before wrapping up the deal on Saturday. 
 
This is why new Marlins honcho Derek Jeter should have been at the winter meetings, and why he should be there in future years, if he wants 
to credibly operate a baseball operations department. Showing up is part of the gig, because you never know what conversation, what meeting, 



what relationship will spark a larger, greater idea. If he’d rather focus on the business side -- and maybe that’s where his true passion is -- then 
he can hand the reins of the baseball work to Michael Hill, give him a budget and be there to sign off. 
 
News from around MLB 
Mike Trout married longtime girlfriend Jessica Cox on Dec. 9, and was on his honeymoon all last week. But as the Angels followed up on their 
successful campaign to land Shohei Ohtani by trading for second baseman Ian Kinsler and third baseman-to-be Zack Cozart, Trout -- who had 
been involved in the Ohtani pursuit, by FaceTiming with the two-way star -- was happily swapping celebratory text messages over the roster 
upgrades. 
 
The Angels’ infield defense should be pretty good, with Andrelton Simmons flanked by Cozart and Kinsler, and the lineup will have far greater 
depth. Cozart had an OPS of .933 in 438 at-bats last season, and Kinsler has scored 401 runs over the past four seasons. The Angels’ rotation 
has been decimated by injuries the past couple of seasons, but in the week ahead, the staff will meet to discuss the possibility of a six-man 
rotation that has a chance to be pretty good -- Garrett Richards, Ohtani, Matt Shoemaker, Tyler Skaggs, Andrew Heaney and others. If the 
Angels get 28 to 30 starts from everyone in that group, they could be dangerous. 
 
And it’s important for the Angels to be dangerous in the next few seasons. Trout could be eligible for free agency after the 2020 season, and 
that beneath his smile and his gregarious nature, he is hypercompetitive. In the same way that former Braves talk about John Smoltz’s 
relentless desire to win at everything from golf to pingpong, Trout burns for success on the field. There’s no question that the Angels will be 
willing to pay the inner-circle Hall of Famer in his next extension; what is unknown, at this point, is whether Trout wants to stay with the Angels 
for his next contract, which will potentially extend to the end of his career. 
 
Trout has been regarded as baseball’s best player for about 5½ seasons, but in that time, he has played only three games in the postseason, 
all losses. A return will help the Angels’ case for him to stay. 
 
• The Angels will have a lineup that leans heavily to the right -- the side from which Trout, Kinsler, Cozart, Justin Upton, Albert Pujols, Martin 
Maldonado and others all bat. At the core of the Houston lineup is the right-handed-hitting George Springer, Jose Altuve, Carlos Correa and 
Alex Bregman. Interestingly, the Rangers will have a rotation mostly filled with left-handed pitchers -- Cole Hamels, Martin Perez, the newly 
acquired Matt Moore and perhaps Mike Minor. 
 
• As of Saturday morning, the Chicago White Sox and Arizona Diamondbacks had demonstrated the most interest in Manny Machado, 
according to AL sources. Some execs involved in the talks still wonder if Baltimore Orioles owner Peter Angelos will give a final approval to a 
Machado deal in the face of some negative fan reaction. But a lot of Baltimore fans are sophisticated and understand that Machado won’t re-
sign with the Orioles after 2018, and that swapping him gives the franchise its best chance to acquire young pitching talent. 
 
ICYMI: Jesse Rogers has a great piece on Kyle Schwarber’s effort to lose weight and give himself a better chance to play the outfield 
effectively. … Why the Yankees should consider batting Aaron Judge in the leadoff spot. … On our winter meetings wrap-up podcast, Keith 
Law reviews some of the discussions; Roch Kubatko of MASN Sports on the Orioles’ efforts to trade Manny Machado; Chelsea Janes of the 
Washington Post on the Nationals and Bryce Harper. 
 
And today will be better than yesterday. 
 
Ken Davidoff / Stanton, Jeter and everyone else: ML B winners and losers 

By Ken Davidoff December 16, 2017 | 12:48PM 

One enormous news conference. A few trades of note. A flurry of contracts for setup men. So much more work to be done. 

Yet the Winter Meetings still projected a big-event feel, which is what occurs when you hold the industry’s biggest get-together of the year. 

The offseason has miles to go before it sleeps, and we fully determine the conquerors and vanquished. However, because the Meetings feel like a five-day season 
of their own, some people and groups departed Disney World as winners, others as losers and still others in limbo. Here’s The Post’s breakdown: 

Winners 

1. Giancarlo Stanton 

He and the Yankees hosted the aforementioned mega-news conference, filling a huge room at The Dolphin Hotel, and the reigning National League MVP scored 
points by trashing his old franchise’s past and current leadership. For sure, by steering himself to The Bronx, Stanton has positioned himself for money and glory 
upgrades. Now all he has to do is keep excelling at baseball. 

2. Relievers 

Cha-ching! Teams sure have received the message that you can’t fully embrace a fundamental analytical premise — most starting pitchers shouldn’t go through 
the opposing lineup more than twice — without a deep bullpen. Special shout-outs go to Luke Gregerson (two years and $11 million with the Cardinals) and Hector 
Rondon (two years and $8.5 million with the Astros), both of whom got multiple years despite subpar 2017 campaigns. 

3. Carlos Santana 

In a negotiation that intensified Thursday morning, as teams were leaving the Meetings — therefore it counts for this — Santana landed a total package ($60 
million) that appeared more likely to be distributed over four years, not the three he got from the Phillies. As the first qualified free agent (one who rejected a 
qualifying offer, in other words) to sign, it bodes well for those who follow. 

4. Angels 



After entering the Meetings on a high with the signing of Shohei Ohtani (more on him below), the Angels convinced Ian Kinsler to waive his no-trade clause to join 
them in a deal from Detroit. They finished the week by adding free-agent shortstop Zack Cozart, who presumably will shift over to third base. 

5. Cubs 

They boosted their bullpen with Steve Cishek and Brandon Morrow and still could bring back Wade Davis, and they added another arm with the rehabilitating Drew 
Smyly. They also finalized the Tyler Chatwood signing, and Alex Cobb sits on their radar as well. 

6. Jack Morris and Alan Trammell 

Alan TrammellAP 

The two newest Hall of Fame members brightened the hearts of old-time Tigers fans who figure to be in for an otherwise rough 2018. 

Losers 

1. Derek Jeter 

The Marlins’ new CEO got roughed up every which way by Stanton, who accused him of being both cheap and petty. Though he did answer media questions in a 
conference call, it presented poor optics to not attend the Meetings in person when many other clubs’ big shots — including the Yankees’ Hal Steinbrenner, the 
Mets’ Jeff Wilpon, the White Sox’s Jerry Reinsdorf and the Dodgers’ Stan Kasten — could be found there. 

2. Red Sox 

They still have a move, if not multiple moves, to make, with either Eric Hosmer or J.D. Martinez (or both) likely to wind up in Boston. For the moment, though, 
questions linger about their offense, their left-leaning pitching staff’s ability to handle the Yankees’ monstrous group of righty hitters and their toxic clubhouse 
culture. 

3. Mets 

Ian KinslerAP 

On one hand, they made a potentially nice pickup in Anthony Swarzak and new manager Mickey Callaway showed off his high intellect in a news conference. On 
the other hand, they saw the Yankees get Stanton, the Phillies get Santana (with whom they never really engaged after an early conversation) and second-base 
target Kinsler go to the Angels. If they wind up with a lower payroll than last year, the heat will be on them. 

4. Marvin Miller 

The legendary former Players Association head fell short in yet another bid for the Hall, which can’t be taken seriously from an intellectual and historical standpoint 
without Miller as an inductee. 

5. Giants 

They had to hear Stanton tell the world that he didn’t think San Francisco could make the playoffs without him, then they saw the Rockies bulk up their bullpen with 
Jake McGee and Bryan Shaw. Much work remains. 

6. Indians 

They’ll have to reprove their status as one of the game’s best-run organizations now that Santana and Shaw have joined Callaway as departures. 

Titans in limbo 

1. Yankees 

They continued their game of Hot Stove chess, adding a superfluous yet ginormous piece in Stanton and creating holes at second base and third base with the 
deals of Starlin Castro (to Miami) and Chase Headley (to San Diego). They need more starting pitching and a veteran infielder, and everyone else wonders just 
how Stanton will blend in with what was a tightly-knit group. 

2. Scott Boras 

Baseball’s most prominent and accomplished agent hasn’t finalized anything with his group of free agents: Jake Arrieta, Greg Holland, Eric Hosmer, J.D. Martinez 
and Mike Moustakas. How many of their cases will follow the precedent of past Boras prizes like Carlos Beltran, Prince Fielder and Max Scherzer and take their 
sagas into the new year? 

3. Manny Machado 

With the Orioles appearing to be seriously entertaining trade proposals, would he be better off spending his free-agent platform year in the comfortable 
surroundings of Baltimore, or with a more certain contender like the Cardinals? 

4. Shohei Ohtani 

Thanks to the reporting of Yahoo Sports’ Jeff Passan, now we know that the Japanese rookie reports to the Angels with an imperfect elbow. How will this private 
person respond to ceaseless questions about his health and durability? 

5. Phillies 

By adding Santana, and relievers Tommy Hunter and Pat Neshek, they’ve put themselves in go-for-it mode … which is not something you typically see from a club 
that just went 66-96. 

6. Pace-of-play changes 

On Wednesday, chief baseball officer Joe Torre hosted the current managers for a gathering at which they discussed the myriad possibilities for 2018 on-field 
alterations. It sounds increasingly like pitch clocks are coming, if not next year then inevitably. The union and Major League Baseball will keep talking about what 
exactly to institute. 
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Nick Cafardo /  SUNDAY BASEBALL NOTES / Manny Machado should be the Red Sox’ primary target 

 

By Nick Cafardo 

Globe Staff December 16, 2017 

 

Of all the acquisition scenarios that have been presented to the Red Sox this offseason, the one they should most vigorously pursue is the Orioles’ Manny 
Machado. 

The Red Sox did speak with the Orioles at the Winter Meetings and may have made a trade offer, though that hasn’t been confirmed. The Sox would have to give 
up a significant everyday player (Xander Bogaerts?) and a significant pitcher (Drew Pomeranz or Eduardo Rodriguez). Not even sure that would get a deal done. 
They’d likely have to throw in a prospect such as Michael Chavis or Sam Travis. 

In this aggressive scenario, Machado would take over for Bogaerts at shortstop, which Machado says is his natural position, even after winning two Gold Gloves at 
third base. That would give the Sox a pretty impressive infield of Rafael Devers at third, Machado at shortstop, Dustin Pedroia at second base (when he returns by 
early June), and Hanley Ramirez at first base. 

With Machado in the middle of the order, the Sox could sign a one-year DH like Matt Holliday or Jayson Werth. 

The problem in trading for Machado is in keeping him. He’s under contract for one more year and his next deal will likely hit the $30 million per year mark. The Red 
Sox already have a $30 million per year pitcher in David Price and are likely to have another in Chris Sale after next season. 

Get Breaking Sports Alerts in your inbox: 

Be the first to know the latest sports news as it happens. 

But this Red Sox lineup needs a game changer. Machado, who turns 26 next July, is still young enough to play shortstop for a few years. Would he wear down 
more playing shortstop instead of third base? That’s debatable. But Machado will likely hit more homers as he gets older. He has hit 35, 37, and 33 the last three 
seasons. He has a career OPS of .805. He should hit as many homers if not more playing his home games at Fenway Park, though in 42 career games there he’s 
hit only seven (with a .767 OPS). 

Could this trade happen? 

Six years in A season-by-season look at Machado's stats. Season  G  BA  OBP  SLG  HR  RBI  BB  SO 

2012  51  .262  .294  .445  7  26  9  38 

2013  156  .283  .314  .432  14  71  29  113 

2014  82  .278  .324  .431  12  32  20  68 

2015  162  .286  .359  .502  35  86  70  111 

2016  157  .294  .343  .533  37  96  48  120 

2017  156  .259  .310  .471  33  95  50  115 

Career  764  .279  .329  .476  138  406  226  565 

SOURCE: baseball-reference.com 

Orioles general manager Dan Duquette has had no problem making deals with the Red Sox. Don’t forget, he traded Rodriguez to Boston for Andrew Miller. The 
Orioles need pitching and they have pretty much concluded that they’re not going to be able to meet Machado’s future salary demands. 

Duquette said nobody has asked for a sign-and-trade deal. And it doesn’t appear that Machado would go for that anyway. 

“I don’t see that as a viable option,’’ Duquette said. “I don’t think it’s necessary.” 

If Machado has a monster season, he may indeed get what some market experts say could be a record $400 million deal. And it will take a commitment of eight to 
10 years to make it happen. Machado is expected to earn about $17.5 million this season in his third and final arbitration year, according to mlbtraderumors.com. 

You can tell Duquette doesn’t want to trade Machado, but he really has no choice. The Orioles have heard from several teams regarding Machado. 

“We are trying to find the right fit,” Duquette said. “We’re going to do what we can to put together the best club we can, and obviously there’s a lot of interest in our 
players on our roster who are going to be free agents. So we need to sort through the extent of that interest and see if a trade makes sense.” 

As of late in the week, the White Sox were considered to be the front-runners in the Machado sweepstakes, somewhat surprising for a team that’s supposed to be 
rebuilding. But the offer the White Sox made, according to one team source, didn’t include Yoan Moncada or Michael Kopech. The White Sox were trying to sell 
the Orioles on some of their major league talent. 

The Yankees always seem to be lurking, though the Angelos family would be dead against trading Machado there. The Yankees need a third baseman with Didi 
Gregorius entrenched at shortstop, but New York could part with Gregorius in a deal of that magnitude. 

The Cardinals seem to have the young arms that Baltimore so desperately needs. The Giants would also be interested. 

Machado would be an expensive option for the Red Sox, but so are J.D. Martinez and Eric Hosmer. Machado is nearly three years younger than Hosmer and one 
of the youngest potential free agents we’ve seen in a long time. 

STRUCTURE IN ORDER 

Kapler ready for new challenge 

New Phillies manager Gabe Kapler won’t be holding his players to too many rules. 

“Not having rules doesn’t mean not having expectations,” Kapler said. “Not having rules doesn’t mean not demonstrating to a player where he needs to improve. 



“So by way of example, if you don’t have a rule about facial hair, and a man comes to the ballpark and his facial hair is down to his belly button, we might just say, 
‘Hey, this is how this looks to your teammates. There’s no rule against not having a beard down to your belly button, but I just want to hold up an accurate mirror 
for you.’ Society passes judgment, whether we like it or not. So it’s almost like every decision you make in a Major League Baseball clubhouse has repercussions. 

“So one of the ways that you sort of police it is by challenging. And when people aren’t living up to expectations, it’s sharing that there’s no rule against what you 
just did; however, there is a consequence for the action, and here’s what it is. It’s not always the same. It’s not always that you pull a guy out of the game. It might 
be that he might lose his teammate in the locker next to him. His teammate might have less confidence in him because of that decision.” 

Kapler cut his teeth managing the Red Sox’ Single A Greenville Drive in 2007, when he worked with Josh Reddick, Lars Anderson, Daniel Bard, and Felix 
Doubront. 

He was the Dodgers’ farm director when hired by the Phillies. 

“It’s interesting with the Dodgers in player development, where I was coming from, we didn’t have any rules, and what we found is very rarely did players break the 
traditional rules,” Kapler said. “You’d talk to them. A guy didn’t show up on time, we had that conversation. Everybody knew that it wasn’t acceptable. You actually 
don’t have to post a list of rules on the wall for there to be a philosophical agreement that we have expectations.” 

Kapler said he’s had conversations with Charlie Manuel, Joe Torre, and Pat Gillick and has a better understanding of what’s ahead for him and how to get the 
most out of his players. 

He says he will be open-minded and treat players like adults. He has been a huge advocate for nutrition playing a big role in player performance. Kapler will 
definitely be the most fit manager in baseball. 

“I would say that the philosophy and the strategy is educate, educate, educate,” Kapler said. “Present our players with the best possible options, the most nutrient-
dense options, and then say, here are how these nutrients work in your body and how they have a chance to make you a more effective baseball player. Now go 
choose. You’re grown-ups. 

“And I think that’s one of the things, sort of talking through the rules concept, grown-ups don’t like to be — in my opinion, grown-ups don’t like being told what to 
do. They like to be given choices and given the chance to make sensible ones. It doesn’t always play out the way you expect it to, but I think through a relentless 
approach of educating, educating, educating, you get there over the course of time.” 

Apropos of nothing 

1. You hear a lot of stuff at the Winter Meetings. Here’s one rumor told to me by a longtime, major force in the baseball world. It involves the Yankees and 
Giancarlo Stanton. The story goes that after 2018, the Yankees deal Stanton to the Dodgers and sign Bryce Harper. Your first reaction is, “Wow! Never happen.” 
Then you start to think about it. Stanton is an LA kid. The Dodgers didn’t have great interest in Stanton this offseason, but perhaps by the end of next year? The 
Yankees have always coveted Harper and his lefthanded stroke at Yankee Stadium. It starts to make more sense, doesn’t it? 

2. Pawtucket Red Sox owner Larry Lucchino won’t wait forever for a stadium deal to come to fruition in Pawtucket. As the demands grow on the Lucchino group, 
the more likely it is that Worcester could sneak in and steal the team. PawSox ownership is awaiting Worcester’s plan for a 10,000-seat stadium in the The Canal 
District at the Wyman-Gordon property between Green Street and Lamartine Street. Luring of the PawSox appears to have the backing of Governor Charlie Baker, 
but it’s unknown how much the state, city, and PawSox would contribute to the stadium. 

3. When you hear that someone named Giancarlo loves to vacation in Europe in the offseason, are you really surprised? Stanton’s agent, Joel Wolfe, gave us that 
nugget at the trade press conference last week. 

4. I’ve been getting a lot of e-mails from fans who say they don’t want the Red Sox dealing with Scott Boras because he’ll make Boston sign J.D. Martinez and Eric 
Hosmer to contracts that the team will regret later. So what do you do, just punt? 

5. It seems silly that neither Dave Dombrowski nor Boras could confirm that Martinez had dinner with the Red Sox. My goodness, what has happened to this 
game? 

6. The Red Sox signed J.D. Drew on Feb. 14, 2007. Could the Red Sox sign another Boras client named J.D. 10 years later? 

7. The Cardinals are not too dissimilar to the Yankees — they have money and pitching prospects to be able to do whatever they want. 

8. Keep an eye on the Nationals. GM Mike Rizzo always thinks big. Don’t be shocked to see Washington get involved with Jake Arrieta or Yu Darvish. There is 
some sentiment that the Nationals want insurance in case Stephen Strasburg and/or Max Scherzer break down. 

Updates on nine 

1. Brian Cashman, GM, Yankees — Cashman hasn’t lost his fastball after all these years. As impressive as the Giancarlo Stanton deal was, Cashman made a 
more impressive trade in sending Chase Headley to the Padres as he looks to free up money for starting pitching. Cashman’s next challenge would be to move 
some of the $68 million on Jacoby Ellsbury’s contract. 

2. Christian Yelich, CF, Marlins — Yelich is the next Marlin who could be traded. The franchise might as well completely rip it apart rather than just go halfway. 
Yelich will draw some interest from the Giants and Phillies. The Giants may not have enough to give back, though. 

3. Gerrit Cole, RHP, Pirates — Whether he’s available or not, the Pirates are getting calls. There’s no doubt that the Yankees and Orioles have shown 
considerable interest. The Orioles need front-line pitching and the Yankees are looking to get younger in their rotation. 

4. Mike Moustakas, 3B, free agent — There aren’t many options for Moustakas at the moment. The Angels have backed off in their interest for the Southern 
California native. The Giants may look to Moustakas if they strike out on other options, including J.D. Martinez. The Cardinals could also get involved. The 
Yankees need a third baseman, but they don’t appear to want to spend in this direction. 

5. Bud Black, manager, Rockies — Black is confident the Rockies can re-sign some of their free agents and fill holes with others. They have signed Bryan Shaw, 
re-signed Jake McGee, and been aggressive in trying to re-up Greg Holland. The Rockies need to replace first baseman Mark Reynolds and outfielder Carlos 
Gonzalez. 

6. Zack Cozart, 3B, Angels — You can tell Angels GM Billy Eppler learned his craft from Cashman in his many years as the Yankees’ assistant GM. Eppler has 
done a nice job this winter, picking off Shohei Ohtani and making a bold move to sign Cozart, the former Reds shortstop, to a three-year deal and move him to 
third. The Angels saved a ton of money by moving away from Moustakas, who really wanted to play there but would have required a five-year deal at north of $100 
million. Eppler also acquired veteran second baseman Ian Kinsler from the Tigers. 

7. A.J. Preller, GM, Padres — Preller’s name is mud in Boston after withholding medical information from the Red Sox in the Drew Pomeranz deal. The joke was 
on him, though, as Pomeranz won 17 games in 2017 while Anderson Espinoza, Boston’s top pitching prospect who was sent to San Diego, missed the season 
with Tommy John surgery. But give Preller credit. He’s making some good moves. He traded for Phillies shortstop Freddy Galvis, and has been hot after Yelich 
and Eric Hosmer. 

8. Jose Bautista, RF/DH, free agent — Bautista’s agent, Jay Alou, said Bautista may have found the reason for his down season, specifically why sliders ate him 
up. Alou feels Bautista will make an adjustment and rebound at the plate. Right now, Bautista hasn’t drawn a lot of interest. 



9. Tommy Hunter, RHP, Phillies — Is it me or are relievers being paid extraordinary amounts? Hunter was signed for $18 million over two years by the Phillies, 
who also signed Pat Neshek for two years at $16.5 million. McGee could make up to $50 million over four years on his new Rockies deal. 

Extra innings 

From the Bill Chuck files — “Babe Ruth, the Shohei Ohtani of America, in 130 games in 1919, hit .322 with 29 HRs and 113 RBIs. He also went 9-5 with a 2.97 
ERA in 133⅓ IP.” . . . Also, “Giancarlo Stanton and Aaron Judge combined for 371 strikeouts last season; Joe DiMaggio struck out 369 times in his career.” . . . 
Happy 50th birthday (Friday), Mo Vaughn. 

 

Peter Gammons / Gammons: Post-winter meetings, here's how the Cubs and Red Sox are getting ready for 2018 

By Peter Gammons Dec 15, 2017  

The end to baseball’s winter meetings annually comes when Thursday morning’s trivial Rule 5 Draft concludes and executives, managers and media flee the hotel 
as if there were a zombie apocalypse 

This year’s event, at Disney World, saw the media ballroom podium used thrice for trades, and the lobby had one to three general manager sightings a day. 
Waiting for a car service to take them to the Orlando airport, two GMs admitted they passed through the lobby twice over the five days—checking in on Sunday 
and departing on Thursday. 

As Theo Epstein and Jed Hoyer of the Cubs passed through on Thursday beginning their trip home to Wrigleyville, one lobby onlooker groused, “Do those guys 
ever do anything? The Cubs are desperate for pitching and what are they doing?” I could have told him that what they hadn’t done since Sunday was sleep, but 
clearly the Disney “have a magical day!” wakeup call didn’t stir his magic. 

At the airport, waiting for his flight home, Red Sox president of baseball operations Dave Dombrowski went to buy water, and a man grabbed me and said, “tell him 
to get off his ass and do something,” then stalked to his gate. He could have said it to Dombrowski’s face, because when he landed in Boston on Sunday, a 
distinguished gentleman told him, “you have to do something big this week.” Trickle-down economics may have never worked, but trickle-down Stanton-omics is 
already in full play. 

This is an off-season in which everything is delayed. The World Series ended in November, the general managers meetings were barely more than a week later, 
then Thanksgiving, and as Dombrowski observed, the major signing and trade processes are headed for January or the early spring training reporting dates 
because of the March opening to the season. Several general managers have suggested that major league baseball should shut everything down for a week or 
two over Christmas and New Year’s to allow the battalions of organizational workers to sled (or surf, in some cases) with their kids minus their iPhones. That way 
the GMs can take another look at the analytics, scouting reports, contractual breakdowns or medicals on a particular player—hey, anyone can arise on Boxing Day 
and tell you Eric Hosmer’s opposite field w/OBA is the best of any lefthanded batter in baseball. 

Dombrowski, who is spending two weeks with his family, is gauging the market as it progresses for free agents Hosmer and J.D. Martinez, whether the mystery 
teams will be facts or fictions, how a first baseman at 32 and a DH at 35 deal with the aging process or alter his five-year roster projections. On Thursday, it was 
clear that Dombrowski is cautiously and wisely measuring the markets for the two players. He knows that Scott Boras believes that 80 percent of deals are agreed 
upon at the outset, but the vital last 20 percent come at the sunset, and while Hosmer is the more logical choice in Fenway and with his team, a seven-year deal to 
2024 may be too long for Dombrowski to accept. 

Epstein’s focus has been on pitching, and how to develop and get it. When the Cubs were picking at the top of the draft, they took position players such as Kris 
Bryant, which worked out well, especially when one sees former top pitching prospect Mark Appel (temporarily) unemployed. Epstein and Hoyer have rejected 
suggestions to trade one or two of their young core players for pitchers, at least other than Chris Archer. In the National League Championship Series against the 
Dodgers, Hoyer praised Los Angeles for “having a roster so deep that they never seem to have an out in their lineup. Some teams have two or three outs, and that 
allows a far different approach to pitching to that lineup. The (Dodgers) have depth, which can help withstand slumps and injuries. Some teams can get off to good 
Aprils and maybe Mays, but in time depth and lineups catch up to them. We see our young positional players in the same light. We want to have roster and lineup 
depth.” 

“We’re trying to do what the Royals and Astros did so well—bring along a team of positional players who grew up together, learned to win together, learned to lose 
together,” says Epstein. “I think we’ve done that. We try to work hard at every way to find pitching. It can be dangerous to go all in on the biggest names in the 
pitching free agent market every year. I’d say once every three years is probably the limit. 

“But I will be the first to admit that since we’ve been here, we haven’t done a good job signing and developing pitching, and that starts with me. It’s something 
we’re trying to address in a number of ways, and we spend a lot of time sharing ideas and thoughts and concepts about how we get better.” 

Anyone who knows Epstein knows that one of his many strengths as a leader is that he encourages contrary opinions and concepts. The one big-ticket free agent 
pitching deal he signed was Jon Lester in December 2014; he obviously had known Lester since the day he signed with the Red Sox, and in Lester’s three years 
the Cubs have won a World Series and twice gone to the NLCS. 

But there is another reality: in 2017, the only start the Cubs received from a pitcher they signed and developed was by Jen-Ho Tseng, who started one game after 
going 13-4 in Double and Triple A. Their best young pitching prospect is Adbert Alzolay. Like Tseng, he was an international signing. 

People close to Shohei Ohtani privately said that Epstein’s presentation was far and away the most compelling, and it impressed Ohtani. But Ohtani also realized 
that with his elbow ailment—a Grade 1 sprain of the ulnar collateral ligament in his pitching arm—playing the outfield, swinging a bat every day and pitching had 
risks. With that in mind, he preferred an American League team because he could DH and thus wouldn’t always have to throw from the outfield. And after Angels 
GM Billy Eppler made his presentation, Ohtani found an AL club with which he was comfortable. 

Epstein was disappointed but moved on, and this is what he sees. For starters, the Cubs have Lester, a free-agent signee; Kyle Hendricks, whom they acquired as 
a minor leaguer and developed; and Jose Quintana, whom they obtained in a deal last season. This month, they signed another starter, Tyler Chatwood, for three 
years and $38 million, believing his career 6.01 home/3.49 ERA splits indicate the toughness he established pitching in the light air of Colorado and his 
subsequent development that will result in a solid mid-rotation starter. They could start Mike Montgomery (acquired in a trade in 2016) or make another deal or 
sign another backend starter. 

Rather than pay free agent Jake Arrieta $150 million in his 30s they probably will lose him, and closer Wade Davis also could sign elsewhere. They signed 
Brandon Morrow and Steve Cishek as free agents, and likely will find another reliever or three. They claimed Luke Farrell from the Reds on waivers, not because 
his two brothers work in the organization but because the leap he’s taken professionally after his remarkable comeback from two serious medical issues is a 
measure of his character and gives the hope that he hasn’t yet reached his ceiling. 

They hired Jim Hickey as pitching coach, whom Joe Maddon highly respects. With Hickey’s hearty endorsement, they signed Drew Smyly, who will spend the 
season rehabbing from Tommy John surgery; when healthy, he has the talent to be a second- or third-starter. They brought in Jim Benedict as minor league 
pitching coordinator, who had much success in Pittsburgh earlier this decade before spending the last two seasons working for the Marlins. He was available 
because Derek Jeter fired him without meeting or knowing about him. 

How they approach the draft, which this June may have pitching depth, will be interesting to watch. “We’re looking at a lot of ideas,” says Epstein. 



While thinking about all that, remember this: in the last three seasons the Cubs have a team ERA of 3.49, the best in major league baseball. The Dodgers (3.51) 
and Indians (3.61) are next. Instead of boasting about having the top ERA over a three-year span, the Cubs are dedicated to improving their evaluation and 
development of pitching. 

In many ways, because the organization was designed by Epstein, Ben Cherington, and Mike Hazen, the Cubs/Astros/Royals model of a young core that grows up 
together is what Dombrowski appreciates and is working towards in Boston. The outfield, the best defensively in the game, was drafted and signed by the Red 
Sox. If Hanley Ramirez, Sam Travis or Blake Swihart ends up playing first base, the entire infield—Christian Vazquez catching, Dustin Pedroia at second, Xander 
Bogaerts at shortstop, Rafael Devers at third—was signed and developed by Boston. 

Problem is, only one homegrown pitcher, Brian Johnson, started a game for the Red Sox in 2017, and he started but five. They have constantly tried to be 
innovative in their pitching development system. Brian Bannister and David Bush are creative pitching and analytics movers for every level. Keith Foulke was hired 
to help young pitchers understand what goes into relief pitching other than simply throwing 90-something. 

Former Brewers general manager Doug Melvin, ever an innovative thinker, wonders why, given the cost of relievers as well as starters, every team doesn’t have a 
second pitching coach who works in the bullpen during games just as most major league teams have bullpen coaches now act as assistant pitching coaches with 
critical roles prepping relievers each day. Given that novel thought, the Red Sox immediately were intrigued and interested in Melvin’s idea, if ownership will accept 
the cost. 

The windows on Chris Sale, David Price, and Craig Kimbrel are uncertain, so pitching development, like the Cubs, is an organizational priority. “We have some 
young pitchers for whom this is a huge year, from Pawtucket all the way down to Salem and Greenville,” says one club official. “It’s going to be interesting to see 
how Jalen Beeks, Mike Shawaryn, Travis Lakins, Dedgar Jimenez, Jake Thompson, Jay Groome, Alex Scherff, Roniel Raudes, Tanner Houck and Darwinzon 
Hernandez progress in 2018. This is a critical development year for how our pitching moves forward.” 

The Cubs know that the Cardinals have developed their organization’s best young pitching in a generation, and to get Marcell Ozuna they did not have to trade 
one of their five or six most important potential starting prospects. The Red Sox know how good the world champion Astros are, and they’ve seen Brian 
Cashman’s Yankees bring along a young, uber-talented position-player group, build one of the game’s best bullpens and now go at least four deep in frontline 
starters. 

The talk radio listeners in the lobby of the Disney Dolphin or Orlando Airport didn’t look at the deep, dark lines beneath the eyes of Epstein and Dombrowski on 
Thursday. My golden retriever probably slept more on Wednesday than the two general managers slept in their four nights in the hotel. Dombrowski will probably 
take Boras’s call on Christmas Day. Four days later, when Theo and twin brother Paul are celebrating their 44th birthdays with their families, Theo will undoubtedly 
take four calls and sneak looks at a half-dozen winter ball pitching videos on his phone. 

Think where the Cubs were all those years when losers were lovable; now a World Series, two NLCS appearances and the best ERA in MLB over three years isn’t 
good enough for some demanding fans. It’s the same way in Boston, despite two straight first-place finishes, and in New York, which got to the seventh game of 
the ALCS. 

And every time Epstein, Dombrowski or Cashman hears the howls of impatience, they can think about what it must be like to be Mike Hill trying to run the Marlins, 
knowing 2017 was the best that team will be until 2022, or the club gets flipped, whichever comes first. 
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